to this result and to the hydrogen atoms located in the difference Fourier map, it is clear, that there is an NHCO unit rather than an NC(OH) unit. The hetero-rings show an interesting alternating pattern of bond lengths. As anticipated the shortest bonds are those involving the nitrogen atom (mean NHCO and mean NHC(Me) distances of both 136 pm). Among the CC bonds the COC(CN) (mean 144 pm) and C(Ph)C(Me) (mean 142 pm) bonds are rather long, the other two CC bonds, C(Me)C(Me) (mean 137 pm) and C(CN)C(Ph) (mean 138 pm), are much shorter (figure, top). Investigation of intermolecular interactions revealed that the four independent molecules are connected to two coplanar molecule pairs via double hydrogen bridges between the NH and CO moieties, respectively. The mean N···O distance amounts to 274 pm (figure, top). The 4-chlorophenyl units of neighboring molecules are interleaved with each other in a non-parallel way forming an infinite one-dimensional region. A similar interleaving forming an infinite one-dimensional hetero-ring region happens with the hetero-ring side of the molecules, but this time the interleaving occurs nearly parallel. As a consequence of the parallel packing this region is much less space-demanding than the former with the 4-chlorophenyl groups, thus the regions pack together in an alternating fashion (figure, bottom). The spectroscopic data could confirm the pyridine skeleton. (7) 0.4289 (7) 0.036(6) 0.048 (7) 0.044 (7 
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